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Abstract
This article deals with a new discovered and unpublished sarcophagus found inside an old kingdom tomb at Saqqara, describing that sarcophagus and its decoration, translating the accompanied texts, commenting and comparing it with the other sarcophagi relating to the relevant period.
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1. Introduction
Ptahshepses’ tomb was discovered in 2010 by the mission of the Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities (SCA), under my supervision with my colleague A. El-Batal. It is located in the Gisr el-Mudir site, west of the Step Pyramid at Saqqara. This tomb consists of three levels: a top one represents its core, surrounded by an enclosure wall, the second level represents its chapel, which consists of two rock cut courts. The first is opened and the second is vaulted, and an offering room, cased with limestone from Tura and decorated with daily life scenes. The third level represents its burial chamber, which is also decorated. The burial chamber is located east and south of the shaft, which is located north-west of the chapel at the core of the top level of the tomb, fig. (1). It contains an inscribed sarcophagus in the western part, between the shaft and the south wall of this room.

Figure (1) Shows three-dimensional view of the funerary complex of Ptahshepses
2. Architectural Feature of Ptahshepses’ Sarcophagus

Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is made of fine white limestone. It is positioned on the west side of the burial chamber in a north-south direction, figs. (2-a, b, c). It consists of two pieces: a roughly cut convex rectangular lid measuring 287×131×53 cm and a well cut and polished rectangular chest. The external dimensions of the chest are 280×130×111 cm high and the internal dimensions are 208×65×80 cm deep. The lid has a raised and fattened band and pair of projecting knobs at each of the narrow ends 17 cm. It is formed of one massive, hollowed out block. The thickness of the northern and southern sides of the chest is 36 cm each and the eastern and western sides are 31 cm each. The sarcophagus was found empty. It had been robbed from a broken cut in the northern part of the east side of the chest and partly in its lid. It measures 126×30 cm.

Figure (2) shows a & b section, c plan of the shaft and burial chamber of Ptahshepses

3. The Decoration of Ptahshepses’ Sarcophagus

3.1. The outer eastern side

The northern part of the eastern side of the chest of Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is decorated from outside with two wdJt-eyes, carved in sunk relief, colored black and broken in some parts, figs. (3-a, b, c, d, e). To the south of these eyes, a palace façade is drawn with black ink. There are four lines of hieroglyphs in sunken relief.

Figure (3-a) Shows the outer eastern side of the sarcophagus
3.1.1. The top horizontal line
The top horizontal line of the outer eastern side of sarcophagus is directed from right to left, has some blue color, and is broken in one part:

An offering which the king, [...] and the great god, [give that] may an invocation offering come forth for him daily, the sole companion, inspector of the royal domain, Ptaḥshepses whose good name is Themi/Tjemi.

3.1.2. The northern vertical line
In this line, there is one vertical text directed from right to left. It includes one epithet, the main title and the name

The revered with the great god, inspector of the royal domain, Themi.

3.1.3. The bottom horizontal lines
In the bottom horizontal lines of the outer eastern side of sarcophagus, there are two lines under the two wḏḥt-eyes, directed from right to left.

The revered one with goddess Zmit  ḳmtn, the sole companion, inspector of the royal domain, Themi.
3.2. The outer northern side

In this side of sarcophagus, there are two lines; one horizontal and one vertical, directed from left to right. This text includes one epithet, two titles and two names. The last part of the horizontal line is damaged, fig. (4-a).

![Figure (4-a) Shows the outer northern side of the sarcophagus](image)

3.2.1. The top horizontal line

It could be noted that the text in the top horizontal line of sarcophagus is directed from left to right, still have some blue color:

```
im3lw  ër  nfr  nb  smr  wty  [shd]  pr-nzwt  […]
```

The revered one with each god, the sole companion, [Inspector] of the royal domain […]

3.2.2. The middle vertical line

The middle vertical line of the outer northern side of sarcophagus includes the two names of the deceased, the great one and good name, fig. (4-b):

```
Pth-špss  rn.f  nfr  Thmi
```

Ptahshepses whose good name is Themi.

![Figure (4-b) Shows the northern side of the sarcophagus](image)

4. Discussion and Comment

4.1. The tomb owner’s names

In our case study; it could be noted that the owner of the tomb has two names, both of them are mentioned on the sarcophagus.
4.1.1. The First Name

This name is written in this way twice on the sarcophagus and many times on the walls of the burial chamber. It is read PtH-śps or Śps-PTH, Ptahshepses or Shepsesptah [1]. Before we discovered the burial chamber and its sarcophagus, we found this name written several times in the chapel in a different form, so we read it Șps-pw-PtH, Shepsputah [1]. Three interpretations are possible as follows:

* The tomb owner had both the previous names: Ptahshepses, Shepsputah. * The sign 𓊧, which came at the end of the first name, is a phonetic complement. So the tomb owner’s name is Ptahshepses, which was written in the two previous forms. It could be the case that the artists who were engaged in the burial chamber were different from those performed work in the chapel. * Shepsputah is the correct name of the tomb owner as inscribed on the lintel and on the walls of the chapel, while Ptahshepses, mentioned on the walls of the burial chamber and on the sarcophagus, was probably written by a confused artist since the latter name was more common than the other at that time. It was mentioned in the chapel that Ptahshepses/Shepsputah is the "great name" on the west wall of the chapel, north of the false door. Most ancient Egyptian names are connected with the names of gods or kings. The name ‘Ptahshepses’ includes Ptah, one of the most important ancient Egyptian gods and a member of Memphis triad. Ptah appeared in the names of individuals for the first time during the fourth dynasty and became common in the Fifth [2]. Some of the ancient Egyptians used to call their sons names related to the family or the town god. Ptahshepses was living in Memphis, so his family gave him a name incorporating Ptah, the main deity of the triad of Memphis. ‘Ptahshepses’ is a compound name. It can be Ptḥ-śps, a noun plus an adjective, meaning ‘the noble Ptah’, or śps-PTH, a nominal sentence with an anticipated adjectival predicate where the name of the god is anticipated for respect and honor. This means ‘Ptah is noble’ or ‘noble is Ptah’ [1].

4.1.2. The Second Name

This name is written in this form on the sarcophagus four times and in the same way in all parts of the tomb. It is read ḫm Themi/Tjemi [1]. It is a simple name. It is mentioned that it is the "good name", which was given to him by his mother. The owner of the tomb of our study had also two or three names. The ancient Egyptians of the early old kingdom had two and sometimes three names.

4.2. The tomb owner’s titles on the sarcophagus

The tomb owner’s titles on the sarcophagus are varied and included the next: * im3ḥw hr nfr 𓊧 3 revered one with the great god [3]. * im3ḥw hr nfr nb revered one with each god. This title is not attested in Jones’ study. * im3ḥw hr Zmit Imntt, Jones translated it with ‘revered with the western desert/necropolis’ [3]. Actually, Zmit Imntt represents a goddess known since the old kingdom onwards. She is depicted as a lady with the sign of the west on her head [4]. So we prefer to translate the epithet with ‘revered one with goddess Zmit Imntt. The oldest attestation of this epithet is dated to the reign of Unas in the tombs of Unasankh [5,6] and Ihy [7]. It continued in the sixth dynasty. This epithet is differ than the other epithet mentioned in other tombs im3ḥw m Zmit Imntt hr Inpw, which is translated with ‘revered in the western desert/necropolis with Anubis’ [3]. * smr wꜣty The sole companion [3]. This honorary title was very important and exclusive till the later fifth dynasty onwards; it was only a ranking title and became more common with all the categories of the officials [8]. * shd pr-njwt Inspector of the royal domain/house as an actual administrative title held by him [3]. Ptahshepses has about fifty-one titles and epithets attested in
his tomb’s super- and sub-structures [9]. Only five of them are mentioned on the relevant texts on sarcophagus, maybe because of the limited inscribed space on the sarcophagus was the reason for writing a few titles. Ptahshepses mentioned on his sarcophagus three epithets, one honorary title and one Administrative title (sd pr-nzwt). Two of his titles (smr wty and sd pr-nzwt) seem to confirm that he had direct relations with king Unas, who granted him this sarcophagus, and kept him close to the person of the king. Each of his first three titles is mentioned once. The fourth title appears three times, and the last title four times. It seems that Ptahshepses was particularly proud of the title sd pr-nzwt and wanted to emphasise it as much as he was able. That it is mentioned more than any other title. So this title is the main and most favorite one for the tomb owner. We have in the old kingdom a few other persons who held this title, such as Khentiak/ Ikhekhi and one of his attendants [10], Shedyptah [11], Nyankhneferterem [12], in addition to Ptahshepses and his two sons. It is a comparatively rare title. Its eldest attestation is in the recently discovered tomb of Ptahshepses, which is dated to Unas’ reign, but the other previous examples are dated to Pepy I or Pepy II.

4.3. The architecture of the sarcophagus

Ptahshepses was buried in a free standing sarcophagus, not in an embedded sarcophagus or a burial pit [13]. It was received as a gift from his Lord Unas. The Kings of the old kingdom often bestowed gifts or rewards on their officials [6]. This might be a complete tomb or parts of it such as an entrance (Weni) [14], a false door (Nyan-khekhmet No. 74/D12 [15] and Weni), a statue (Debehken) [16], an offering table (Weni), a coffin (Djau) [14] or a sarcophagus (Hetepherakhti [17], Senedjemib/Inti [18], Methethi [19], Weni [14], and the recently discovered tomb of Ptahshepses). It would appear to be the case that the king was the only person who gave orders to cut stones from the quarries to make sarcophagi and other funerary objects. A text inscribed on the entrance lintel of Ptahshepses’ chapel, supports this idea.

Inspector of the royal domain Themi says “This tomb was made for me because I was honored by the sovereign Unas who made for me a royal command/decrees including my request for its south, north, west and east measurements. More than this, his majesty caused that bringing to me a sarcophagus from Turah in wsht-bark of the foreign wood by boat crews (sailors), cutting it in wsht-workshop in two days by the Heliopolis’ phyles, dragging and bringing it to the river (or water) edge, and loading it in wsht-bark of the foreign wood”. Ptahshepses acquired this sarcophagus from King Unas, who sent the boat-crew on a boat made of the foreign wood to bring it from Turah. The text refers to the steps of making and transporting the sarcophagus: cutting the stone from the Quarry, transporting it to the workshop of Twmn, carving the sarcophagus in two days, transporting it to the river edge, and loading it onto the wooden boat. Ptahshepses’ text ends without referring to the next stages of
the sarcophagus. But the text of the vizier of king Djedkare/Isesi named Senedjemib, whose tomb LG 27 / G 2370 located in the western cemetery at Giza, completes the story. He mentions conveying the sarcophagus by water from Turah, reaching the royal necropolis of Khufu, and placing it in its location in the tomb, after five or seven days in transit [18]. Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is rectangular in shape, roughly hewn on the inside, has straight sides, and square corners. This shape appeared from the beginning of the third dynasty onwards [20, 21]. The old kingdom sarcophagi lids were either quite plain or flat, or slightly convex with a raised, broad band (crosspieces) at the head and foot [22]. Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is in the later style, which appeared from the second dynasty onwards [20]. It may perhaps be considered typical as this is in the form of the hieroglyphic sign used as a determinative for sarcophagus, burial and related words [23]. This round-topped form was perhaps originally inspired by the tumulus surmounting the primitive grave [22], or in my opinion the primeval mound of the beginning of creation, or an imitation of the lower Egypt sanctuary at Buto Pr-nw [21]. It is supposed the living and dead persons have to visit this town. I think this shape of the sarcophagus may express a symbolic visit to this town, or mean that he is buried in this holy place or in the same shape as the ancestors’ or the primary kings tombs. Some lids, as does Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus, have a pair of projecting knobs, protrusions or U-shaped indentations at each of the narrow ends. These provide handles to facilitate carriage and enabled the use of a rope to lower it into place [21, 22]. This feature is characteristic of the lids of the limestone sarcophagi in the fourth and fifth dynasties [24]. Further evidence, that Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is dated to the fifth dynasty. These projections were intended to be broken off after the funeral. But, perhaps because of the oversight or laziness, they were left in place [21]. Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus belongs to the fourth type of the four main types of the old kingdom stone sarcophagi, differing in the shape of the lid. It is a rectangular box with a large, ill-defined lid, slightly rounded, with rudimentary end bars [25]. Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is placed in the west side of the burial chamber and this is the common position [22]. It is positioned in a north-south direction, the two long sides being east and west, the two short sides north and south. Again this is the usual way. It is not exactly located under the false door, but about 40 cm to the west. The best position for the sarcophagus is directly beneath the false door in the offering room of the chapel, to enable the Ka and Ba to find their way between the burial chamber and the chapel, or perhaps more precisely between the sarcophagus and false door [26]. The direction of Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus, north-south with the two eyes on the north of the eastern side, is indicative of the burial position during this period. The head was positioned to the north, feet to the south, the body lying on its left side and facing east [20]. There is no fine sand on the ground of sarcophagus. This sand was placed under the body to preserve it [22]. Ptahshepses’ tomb includes one sarcophagus made of limestone as in the case for most officials of this period. The oldest limestone sarcophagus is dated to the middle of the fourth dynasty in Giza (The queen Kha’merernebti I, the wife of Chephren, then followed by others [27]). It is not carved from granite, schist, or alabaster as are others. The fine white limestone is called inr ḫḏ nfr n ḫnw. It was generally quarried in the immediate vicinity of where it was required [28]. I think the fine white limestone sarcophagus of Ptahshepses has a deeper symbolic and religious meaning. It was quarried in Turah, located to the east, land of the sunrise and the world of the living. So it is connected with the idea of regeneration, the eternal cycle of life and resurrection. Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus has the typical measurements of other old kingdom sarcophagi [27]. We are not sure if there was originally a coffin which decayed, or whether there was never a coffin at all as there are
no remains. Some persons have two containers one inside the other, the outer one being a sarcophagus made of stone and the inner one a coffin made of wood [21]. There is no granite sarcophagus either, to house the limestone sarcophagus of Ptahshepses, as have been found in some tombs [24]. Ptahshepses tried to protect his mummy from robbery in a number of ways: placing the sarcophagus in a burial chamber with a deep shaft (about 11.5m) filled with rubble and blocked, making a limestone sarcophagus to be stronger than wood, the chest from one block and the lid from another; a huge lid and chest making it difficult for robbers to move or break the lid or the chest; placing the sarcophagus very close to the northern, western and southern walls to make it difficult for robbers to find space to break the sarcophagus from these sides. In spite of all these precautions, the robbers found their way on the east side. They destroyed part of the northern eastern side of the chest and lid, close to the head of the deceased, to take the mummy out. We found the sarcophagus completely empty, robbed of its contents like most of the other old kingdom sarcophagi discovered [26]. Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is placed in a large niche cut into the west of the burial chamber. The niche measures 340×210 cm from the floor of the chamber and goes all the way up to the ceiling. It has a higher platform about 20 cm. Placing the sarcophagus in a recess is known at least from the second dynasty onwards. The west wall of the niche includes a smaller recess (another niche) 360×110×120 cm with a sill height above the floor of 110 cm. This recess was used for housing the sarcophagus lid before the sarcophagus was covered and sealed after the burial. Kuraszkiewicz suggests that it must have been more difficult to pull the lid out of a niche that was not accessible from both ends [13]. We have a few examples for these types of two niches together in one burial chamber such as Ptahhotep I, Kagemni, Nedjetempet, Ankhmahor, Nefereshemre, Kairer and others [13]. Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus was placed in the burial chamber in the following way: after cutting the shaft and the burial chamber, they were filled with sand, above which the sarcophagus was placed on its head side. By emptying the sand, the sarcophagus gradually descended into the shaft and from it into the burial chamber. The entrance to Ptahshepses’ burial chamber is located south and east of the shaft, it is wide and high enough to allow maneuvering the sarcophagus through it and into place. Following the positioning of the sarcophagus, the entrance was made smaller by the building of stone walls in the southern part of the east wall. After the burial, the sarcophagus was closed by moving the lid from its shelf to cover the chest. They were joined together with plaster, then the doorway of the burial chamber was blocked with unshaped stones, and finally the shaft was filled. When we discovered this burial chamber, we found the robbers had broken a hole in the southern wall of the shaft to enter the chamber and the main entrance was still blocked by the ancient masonry.

4.4. The decoration of ptahshepses’ sarcophagus

Some old kingdom sarcophagi are decorated on the lid, outer and inner sides of the chest [27]. Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is only decorated on the outside like others such as: Kawab [5,29], Fefi [5,30] and Ptahhotep II. The lid of Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is not decorated with any scene, in common with those of Isen [5,31], the prince Ptahshepses [5,32] and Akhethotep I. Unlike other sarcophagi, which have the image of the leopard skin on top [22]. This represents continuation of the belief of rebirth the deceased from the animal body, so the corpse was enshrouded in animal skin in the early times [21]. Ptahshepses’ lid is not also inscribed with any text, in common with those of Senedjemib/Mehi [5,18], Kapi [5,33] and Waatetkethor [5,34], and unlike other sarcophagi lids which are
inscribed with the offering formula, titles and name of the deceased such as Kaimemankh [5,35], Mehu [5,36] and Hetep [5,37]. Some also have an inscribed appeal to the burial men asking that they close the sarcophagus after the burial and offering rewards for them, as can be seen on the sarcophagi lids of Kaaper, Ankhmahor and Khentika [5,27]. The chest of Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is decorated on the outer eastern side, with drawing and some carving, with six panels, and two false doors, or what is called a palace façade. This element of decoration appeared on the long and narrow sides of the coffins from the second dynasty onwards and on the sarcophagi from the fourth dynasty onwards [27]. This palace façade is found in the houses and tombs, so this implies that the sarcophagus is a house or a palace [22], or a second tomb [25], for the deceased to stay in. It is to help the deceased to leave freely and return easily at any time [20]. Also Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is adorned, on the northern part of the eastern side of the chest, with wDAt-eyes. These eyes refer to the position of the mummy inside the sarcophagus: the head to the north, and lying on the left side. Through these eyes the deceased can watch the offerings, gaze on the rising sun, and to participate in the diurnal journey of the sun god [20]. Also the wDAt-eyes represent the eye of Horus, these eyes are to protect the body of the deceased and to drive ills from his heart, making him alive and healthy [38]. Dondani suggested that the wDAt-eyes are more features of coffins more than the sarcophagi [27]. However, the new excavations provide us with many sarcophagi depicting these eyes. Dondani also suggested that the earliest depiction of these eyes is in the sixth dynasty [27] in the tombs of Kaaper, Ankhmahor, Khentika [14], Inumin and Mereri in Teti’s cemetery. They are dated to Teti’s and Pepy I’s reigns. The eyes in Ptahshepses, Kaaper, Ankhmahor, Khentika and Mereri are depicted on the outer side of the chest, but in Inumin’s sarcophagus, it is depicted on the inner side. Ptahshepses is the only example in Unas’ cemetery which has these eyes. The chest of Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is inscribed with one offering formula, five titles and epithets, and two names for the tomb owner on the outer eastern and northern faces. This tradition of writing the offering formula, titles and the names of the deceased on the chest is evident from the fourth dynasty onwards. They were written inside and outside the chest [27]. Ptahshepses’ offering formula represents an invocation of daily offerings for the deceased. The earliest attestations of this kind of formula are dated to the fourth dynasty for the royal family members: Khufuankh [5,39], Mersyankh II G 7410+ G 7420 [5,27], Khaefminu G 7430+ G 7440 and Iryenwer [27]. Burying the person inside a sarcophagus/coffin could imply that he has become Osiris. It has been suggested by some Egyptologists that the sarcophagus/coffin represents the box that was made by Seth to get rid of his brother Osiris. When Osiris laid in it, Seth and his followers closed it, and threw in the river [21]. The existence of the wDAt-eyes on the sarcophagus/coffin supports this idea. As was previously mentioned, these eyes are the eyes of Horus, which were offered to his dead father Osiris. So the sarcophagus and/or coffin are the box of Osiris and the wDAt-eyes are the eyes offered to Osiris. So the deceased inside sarcophagus/coffin has become Osiris. The fact that Osiris was used as an epithet of the deceased, before his name, from the middle part of the reign of Pepy II, late the sixth dynasty [40], also lends credence to this theory.

4.5. The dating

Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is most probably dated to the reign of Unas of the fifth dynasty, old kingdom, because of the fourth line on the lintel of the chapel entrance, which mentions the tomb construction and the bringing of a sarcophagus from Turah by a royal decree from king Unas, and the pair of
5. Conclusion
From the above, it could be included the next points 1) The individuals of the old kingdom had two and sometimes three names. 2) The eldest attestation of the administrative title sḫd pr-nzw[newline]t is dated to Unas’ reign in this recently discovered tomb of Ptahshepses, but all the other examples are dated to Pepy I or Pepy II. 3) There is a new epithet mentioned on this sarcophagus of Ptahshepses, it is im[t][n] w fr Zmit ‘Im[n]t with ‘revered one with goddess Zmit ‘Im[n]t’. It appeared from the reign of Unas onwards. 4) It would appear to be the case that the king, in the old kingdom, was the only person who gave orders to cut stones from the quarries to make sarcophagi and other funerary objects for officials as rewards or gifts. 5) The steps of making and transporting the sarcophagus are cutting the stone from the Quarry, transporting it to the workshop of iww[n], carving the sarcophagus, transporting it to the river edge, loading it onto the wooden boat, conveying the sarcophagus by water from Turah, reaching the necropolis and placing it in its location in the tomb. 6) This round-topped form of the sarcophagus lid was perhaps originally inspired by the tumulus surmounting the primitive grave, or the primeval mound of the beginning of creation, or an imitation of the Lower Egypt sanctuary at Buto Pr-nw[n]. It is supposed the living and dead persons have to visit this town. This shape of the sarcophagus may express a symbolic visit to Buto, or mean that he is buried in this holy place or in the same shape as the ancestors’ or the primary kings tombs. 7) Ancient Egyptians tried to protect their mummies from robbery in a number of ways. Most of them did not succeed and the robbers found their way to the mummy. 8) The fine white limestone has a deeper symbolic and religious meaning. It was quarried in Turah, located to the east, land of the sunrise and the world of the living. So it is connected with the idea of regeneration, the eternal cycle of life and resurrection. 9) Ptahshepses’ sarcophagus is the only example in Unas’ cemetery which has motif of wDAt-eyes. These eyes are actually started to be in use in Sixth Dynasty. 11) Burying the person inside a sarcophagus/coffin could imply that he has become Osiris. This idea was used earlier than using Osiris as an epithet of the deceased, before his name, which is dated to the middle part of the reign of Pepy II.

Endnotes
(a) I would like to thank my friend the British teacher Dawn Sedgwick, who reviewed and corrected the English of this article.
(b) We as a team of SCA worked in this site over three years 2008-2011 and discovered many stone/mud brick mastabas and rock cut tombs.
(c) The rewards are physical and moral such as promotions; Jewellery; letters written by the king himself; fields and estates; guards and slaves; bread and beer; a new name; the praise, honor, trust and love of the king; entering the residence and greeting him; eating with the king; joining him in the royal boat; becoming a member in the court and discussing the cases with the king. For these rewards see: Soleiman, S., (2014). The Self Talks and Appeal to the Living in the Old Kingdom Private Tombs at Memphis Necropolis, Cultural-Analyzing Study, PhD Thesis, Archaeology and Culture Department, Faculty of Arts, Helwan University, Cairo, Egypt.
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